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FOREWORD
'You are not alone. You are truly valued and deeply loved. Reaching out and talking to
someone can be the first step back into the light.' Archbishop Justin Welby
Interest in the relationship between faith and mental
health is growing. Academic reports, full books and
funded studies are dedicated to exploring the role of
faith in mental wellbeing and to the impact of mental
health on faith itself. We have listed some
particularly insightful and helpful studies in our
Resources section.
This research project set out from a conviction that
faith and mental health are connected. About 80% of
contributors agreed with this, saying that they felt
that faith was deeply connected or connected to
mental health and wellbeing. When we talk about the
nature of this connection it is important to note that
we aren't claiming that people need faith to
experience good mental health, and we certainly
aren't saying that a religious faith ensures good
mental wellbeing. Instead, it is important to
recognise that for many people of faith, mental
health and wellbeing are deeply connected to their
faith. And the same is true in reverse, that faith can
be deeply impacted by experiences — both positive
and negative — of mental health.
As a progressive faith organisation, Left Side Up
regularly comes into contact with people of faith who
have struggled with their mental health. The stories
of hurt and hope, welcome and exclusion led to the
formation of this research which tries to take an
open-eyed look at the situation in NI faith
communities in terms of mental health and
wellbeing.
We sincerely hope that this report offers a helpful
challenge to the churches of NI. It has been a
privilege to carry out this work and to listen and
learn from all of our participants. This Call to Action
is dedicated to each and every one of them.
Lindsay Robinson is the Founder of
Have you seen that girl? and is an
award winning Mental Health
Campaigner.
Following the 'Call to Action' she
created and manages
www.faithandmentalhealth.co.uk

Andrew Cunning is a theologian,
writer and facilitator.
He is the author of 'Marilynne
Robinson, Theologian of the
Ordinary' , published by
Bloomsbury in 2020.

Siobhan O'Neill
Interim Mental Health
Champion NI

'Mental illness is one of the most important
causes of human suffering, and as a society we
are becoming better at recognising the
importance of looking after our mental health.
Our spirituality and mental health are
interconnected; and the Church and religious
organisations can play a key role in supporting
the mental health for people of faith. I very
much welcome this report, and commend Left
Side Up for shining a light on the lived
experiences of people of faith. The report
highlights the challenges that need to be
addressed and presents important actions that
religious groups can take to ensure that they
are compassionate, welcoming, and inclusive.
The report is an invaluable guide for those
within religious groups, to how to help those in
their faith community who struggle with their
mental health, and support the mental health
of their members more generally.'

Steve Ames,
Pastor of Harbour
Faith Community

'Our faith tradition teaches that we are
wonderfully complex and integrated creatures.
Although
we
intuitively
celebrate
this
complexity when it comes to our physical and
our spiritual selves, it's all too easy in church
contexts to forget that our thinking and
emotional selves are just as important. Our
own scriptures remind us that a significant part
of our worship is found in "renewing your
mind", which is an invitation to pay attention
to our emotional, mental and intellectual well
being. We know that God calls us to wholeness
in every area of what it means to be fully
human, which is why it's so encouraging to see
mental health being taken more seriously
within our faith traditions.'

MENTAL HEALTH IN
NORTHERN IRELAND
The Northern Ireland Assembly reports:
'There are many challenges regarding the mental health
and wellbeing of the local population, not least that
Northern Ireland is a post conflict society.
People here experience 20-25% higher levels of mental
health illness when compared to the rest of the UK, and
around 1 in 5 adults are reported to have a diagnosable
mental health condition at any given time.

'Mental ill-health is a huge challenge for
our society. Too many people struggle
with being mentally unwell and too
many people find it difficult to find the
help and support they need when they
need it.
I am determined to change that, and
this Strategy is a key step towards
doing just that.'
— Health Minister Robin Swann

There are significantly higher levels of depression than in
the rest of the UK, higher antidepressant prescription
rates, and higher incidences of self-harm.
Northern Ireland also has the highest rate of suicide in
the UK.
These are all indicators of poor mental health.
The proportion of spend on mental health remains the
lowest in the UK; estimated at around 8% of the total
healthcare budget, despite the evidence of the
substantial levels of need.'
[https://www.assemblyresearchmatters.org/2019/11/28/suicidestatistics-and-strategy-in-northern-ireland-update/]

60% of respondents to the Northern Ireland Study of
Health and Stress reported at least one traumatic
event during their lifetime: 19.5% of these were
conflict-related and 16.9% related to witnessing death
or serious injury.
Mental health is the leading cause of absence
accounting for 31.9% of all working days lost. Mental
health reasons account for 39.1% of long-term
sickness leave.
26% of 16-year-olds responding to the Young Life and
Times Survey had serious personal emotional or
mental health problems; the figure was 43% for those
from ‘not well-off backgrounds’.

Having released a 'Mental Health Action Plan' in
2020, The Department of Health is currently
finalising a 10 Year Mental Health Strategy (due July
2021) to tackle mental health inequalities.
The strategy has been co-produced with a broad
range of stakeholders, including people with lived
experience, carers, health and social care staff, the
NI Mental Health Champion, other government
departments, academia and professional bodies.
[https://www.health-ni.gov.uk/news/health-ministerlaunches-consultation-new-mental-health-strategy]

22% of people in NI live in poverty; 25% earn below
the living wage and cuts have meant that the lowest
earners have lost 38% of their income. Individuals in
the most deprived areas of Northern Ireland are twice
as likely to show signs of a mental health problem
(30%) than those in the least deprived areas (15%).
[https://www.amh.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/BriefingMental-Health-Crisis-in-Northern-Ireland.pdf]
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the Faith and Mental Health Project’s Call
to Action. In these pages you will find statistics, stories
and practical steps gathered by our research and
analysed by our Faith and Mental Health working
group at Left Side Up, to help make faith communities
more welcoming, supportive and safe. The research
project was simple in its construction, asking
respondents to fill out a survey designed by Lindsay
and Andrew. The survey explored a number of key
areas, from Bible texts to alternative spiritual practices,
all of which you will hear much more about in this Call
to Action. During the research portion of the project,
we were privileged to facilitate over twenty hours of
face to face interviews with participants who wanted to
go a little deeper and share a little more of their
experience. Interviewees had so much to share about
their own stories in terms of faith and mental health
and had many practical tips for churches who are
ready and willing to listen. These interviews have been
transcribed and anonymised and you will hear from
many of our participants in the pages that follow.

AGE RANGE: EVEN SPREAD OF
RESPONDENTS FROM 18-65+

86% IDENTITFY AS HETEROSEXUAL
13.2% INDENTIFY AS LGBT+
0.8% PREFER NOT TO SAY
The
research
participants
represented
denominations across the Christian spectrum, from
Presbyterian, Church of Ireland, Baptist, Methodist,
Vineyard, and Catholic. We want to be clear that this
research is not simply a microcosm of NI faith
communities more broadly, for we recognise that
research of this kind can possibly attract those of us
with more negative experiences. But that these
stories exist is absolutely central to the Faith and
Mental Health Project, and we want to ensure that
everyone has a voice in how churches here respond
to the mental wellbeing of their members.
It is the participants' lived experience of mental
health and wellbeing, that makes research like this
so powerful, important and insightful.

55% HAVE BEEN DIAGNOSED
WITH A MENTAL HEALTH ISSUE
OR ILLNESS

THE PARTICIPANTS

The research has engaged with almost 150 people
through interview and survey. Below are some stats on
the make up of our participants.

88% ARE MEMBERS OF A
FAITH COMMUNITY

32% IN LEADERSHIP
POSITIONS (ORDAINED OR LAY)

3/4 RESPONDENTS
ARE FEMALE

33% BELIEVE THEY HAVE AN
UNDIAGNOSED MENTAL HEALTH
ISSUE OR ILLNESS

We at Left Side Up are passionate advocates for the
beneficial role of faith in mental wellbeing and we are
equally keen to ensure that this beneficial relationship is
not compromised by unnecessary practices, language or
by lack of support and proper structure. In what follows
you will read first-hand accounts of some individuals'
experiences of mental health in the context of faith
communities in Northern Ireland.

OVERVIEW
100% - the Church has a role to play in
individuals' mental health
and wellbeing

78%- mental health is deeply
connected or connected
to faith
49% - have questioned their faith or
what they believe because of
experience of mental ill-health

85% - the Church needs to encourage
open conversations about
mental health and wellbeing

69% - churches should ensure that
voices of lived experience are heard
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OVERVIEW
67% - Believe NI churches and faith communities
have/have had a negative impact in relation to
the mental health of their
members and wider community

51% - Believe NI churches and faith
communities are NOT places of
GENUINE welcome
77% - B e l i e v e NI c h u r c h e s an d f ai t h
c o mmu n i t i e s h o l d v i e ws t h at l i mi t t he i r
abi l i t y t o h e l p t h o s e s t r u ggl i n g wi t h me nt al
h e al t h an d we l l b e i n g

63% - Have experienced the Bible
being used in a way that is damaging
to mental health and wellbeing

64% - Have found other spiritual
practices (outside of church) helpful for
their mental health and wellbeing
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WHAT THE CHURCH DOES WELL
'The Church is a builder of and a presence in communities, and is well placed to support
people as they journey through life'
— Rt Revd Sarah Mullally, The Bishop of London

As we begin, we want to start by sharing words of
encouragement and affirmation about what the Church
is currently doing that is having a positive impact on the
mental health and wellbeing of the individuals we
encountered.
In the pages that follow we have much to share that we
hope will challenge, equip and support churches and
faith communities in responding to mental health and
wellbeing. We hope that this Call to Action underlines
the centrality of the role of faith communities in this
area.

'A church or faith community with a strong sense
of community and care for one another can act as
a source of emotional and practical support in a
member's time of need. A support circle is almost
never a bad thing for someone struggling with
mental illness.'

In order to accurately reflect the findings of our
research, it is necessary to lay out some challenges for
and to the church. We include ourselves, as a faith
organisation, in each challenge we present.
The challenge we all face as we
better in this area is real,
worthwhile, because when we
clear difference, as you will see

seek to be better and do
but it is undoubtedly
get it 'right' it makes a
in the pages to come.

'Churches that have genuine connection with the
community I feel are the most helpful when
dealing with mental health. Because they take the
time to support and encourage their members, and
wider
communities,
they
have
a
deeper
understanding or real life challenges.'
'The emphasis on community and accountability
has the potential to be helpful for people
struggling with mental health.'

'I attend a church which has given talks on
mental health, allowed people to ‘share’ about
their experiences from the ‘front’ in church
services and there is counselling available.'
'I feel like people in my church community care
for each other and try to support each other's
wellbeing.'
'Our minister speaks openly in his sermons about
connecting with people and about changing for
the better e.g. mindset, writing things down, a
letter to yourself.'
'Some churches employ people to support
mental health and run courses such as grief
share.'
'Our church has a counselling area and also a
women's welfare ministry designed to help
support this.'

'There are many within the church community
who are kind and generous and good listeners.'
'In many ways the churches provide a framework
for understanding the issues we face, and offer
people a sense of community and care.'
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THE BIBLE
The Bible is the primary source of theology in most
churches in NI. And while a deep respect for scripture
is undoubtedly an important factor in the Christian life,
there are some occasions in which damage is done by
the way the Bible is taught, read and conceived of. It is
also crucial that we acknowledge John Wesley's insight
when we talk about the sources of theology, Reason,
Tradition and — most crucially in terms of this research
— Experience must have their place at the table in
terms of how we do our theology.
In this section we delve into the ways in which the Bible
has been used, either intentionally or not, to damage,
and also we look to how the Bible itself can be a
resource of hope and resilience.
We might expect all Christians to have pretty positive
experiences of both the Bible and the way it is taught,
but our research reveals a very mixed picture. Just
under two thirds (63%) of our participants said that
they have experienced the Bible being used in a way
that is potentially damaging to people with mental
illness. This is a sobering statistic and one that is
under-discussed in our faith communities. It is worth
pondering just what in particular these people may
have experienced.

'Using the Bible as the answer to
everything, using God as the answer to
everything, even using Jesus as the
answer to everything … I’ve even heard
it preached where your measure of
faith is determined on the outcome.
And that’s just rubbish.'
In this quotation — and this is borne out by many more
participants' experiences — the notion that the Bible
has an answer to every question is brought up. This
belief, that the Bible is a text full of specific answers to
very modern issues, has, in some cases, meant that
people struggling with mental illness have not got the
support that they need. Often, this belief can make
things worse, not better.

METAPHORS
What we are talking about here are the metaphors we
use for the Bible. In some of the responses to the
survey, it is clear that one of the most popular
metaphors for scripture is that of the 'blueprint', that
the Bible has the plan for an individual's life.
Perpetuating this notion of a 'biblical blueprint' can
make people who are struggling feel like their mental
illness is evidence of a failure, that they have fallen
short of the ideal plan.
Another respondent noted that another common
metaphor for scripture — the instruction manual —
can also cause harm. They remarked that, 'being so
fixed on what the Bible is e.g an Instruction Manual for
Life (when it clearly isn't) that it's used as something to
harm another with, rather than encourage them on a
path to healing, whatever that path might be.' Another
participant remarked that they had experienced 'the
bible [being used] as a weapon to dehumanise and
devalue individuals who are made in the image of God.'
It is clear that the metaphors we use for the Bible are
very important, and they need to be thought through
carefully.

If we are constantly telling people that the Bible is a
finely detailed manual for every situation we can hardly
be surprised that people feel abandoned when they
can’t find genuine solutions to their mental health
concerns within its pages. Indeed, if our guiding
metaphors for scripture are blueprints, manuals and
instruction guides, we will mislead vulnerable persons
— and we will do a great disservice to the Bible itself!
Instead, we need an open and honest conversation
about what the Bible is, what it seeks to do and how we
are to use it well.

'READ THE BIBLE AND PRAY!'
In NI churches, as in many other places, a high
premium is placed on daily spiritual practice. A number
of participants in the project lamented how often this
crucial element of the faith has been reduced to ‘read
the Bible and pray.’ Later in this Call To Action we
discuss alternative spiritual practices, but for now it is
worth pausing over just how unhelpful the advice to
‘read the Bible more’ can really be.
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HOPE AND RESILIENCE
One responder was concerned about the ‘lack of
practical help for people experiencing mental ill-health
and lack of providing solutions that aren’t in the Bible.’
This is particularly harmful, they went on to say, when
‘circumstances don’t change, despite praying and bible
reading.’ Indeed, it has become clear that repetitive
encouragements to simply spend more time in
scripture can be dangerous when what the person
may well need is the help and support of a mental
health professional. And in many cases this is not an
either / or issue, but what is key is that Christians
increasingly feel just as comfortable in recommending
GP and counselling services as often as they
encourage more ‘quiet time’.

BIBLE AND MENTAL HEALTH

While there are ways to go in terms of how we use
our Bibles in relation to mental wellbeing, many
people who participated in the research noted just
how much hope some biblical texts gave them.
Many of these participants focused in on the words
of Jesus.
'In the Gospels and the message of Jesus, I
find a lot of hope and the idea of being free.
And this is what I feel, is the overarching
story of the Bible — about freedom and
about being who God has created you to be,
and being real with yourself, and not trying
to, to hide really having the authority to be
this is who God made me to be.’

Building on the metaphors discussed above, some of
our participants reflected on how the Bible’s teaching
on joy and happiness can be misapplied by some
Christians in a way that does real harm to people
struggling with mental ill-health. This disproportionate
emphasis on the more positive emotions can leave
little room for the very human feelings of sadness,
despair and worry. What united many of our
participants was a desire for their faith communities
to be open to a conversation about mental wellbeing
beyond the biblical verses on simply finding joy in
faith.
Lot’s of very valuable work has and is being done on
the intersection between the Bible and mental health.
The Bible and Mental Health (eds. Cook and Hamley,
2020) is a useful primer on this developing area of
study. What emerges from this collection is a Bible
that is incredibly nuanced, complex and rich in its
depiction of mental wellbeing and mental health. The
Bible is a set of texts that are helpful not in spite of
their sometimes ambiguous and difficult subject
matter, but because of it. In no way is the Bible treated
in scholarship as an 'easy remedy' for mental illhealth, but instead, serious engagement with its
passages might well lead into deeper questions, more
insightful and open conversation in our faith
communities.

'[The Bible's] correct use can
offer those in the Church, as
well as mental health
practitioners, a resource with
which to illustrate, question
and discuss mental health and
what it is to live a 'well' life.'
(xii)
— Archbishop Justin Welby
(emphasis ours)

Another participant reflected on Jesus and the
gospel teaching of non-judgemental love. Asked
what teachings of the Church provide help and
support, they noted that '[t]he actual teachings of
Jesus, if carried out in action by the church are
non judgemental, [and are] supportive of the poor
in health and spirit.'
Wrestling with the Bible openly and honestly can
be a wonderful way to build resilience both for
individuals and for communities. Bible studies in
which open questions are asked and no one
answer is expected allow the Bible to come alive
in the hands of the participants. Indeed, we have
found through the research that to read the Bible
freely and honestly, and to be allowed to speak
about the Bible openly and without judgement
can be immensely liberating for people.
Unfortunately, for many people we engaged with,
the Bible can feel more like a chore on a 'to-do
list' than a source of freedom. But it simply
doesn't have to be this way. If we encourage
honesty and authenticity, and if Christians feel
they have permission to freely engage with the
Bible we know just how wonderfully liberating the
scriptures can be!
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THE IMPACT OF
THEOLOGY
According
to
Action
Mental
Health
(https://www.amh.org.uk/about) one in five adults in
Northern Ireland will show signs of a mental illness
and, when matched to 17 other countries, NI had the
second highest rates of mental ill-health.
We recognise significant work has, and is, being done
to raise awareness, but silence and stigma still exist.
Too often it feels that the greatest silence still exists in
churches and faith communities.
Often what we say about mental health leads to the
stigma. There are many unhelpful beliefs or toxic
theologies that exist around mental ill-health in church
today. These can be spoken or unspoken, named or
un-named but they still exist, and they do damage.

WHAT LIMITS THE
CHURCH'S ABILITY
TO HELP?
'Lack of education, understanding and
awareness has led to fear in handling the issue
and damaging results when some do. Mental
ill-health is not a sign of lack of faith. It's not a
sin. It can't be prayed away. Medication and
treatment (inpatient or community based) are
not a sign of not trusting in God. And yet often
that's the message.'

From our research we learned more about what these
toxic theologies are, with 77% or those taking part also
believing Churches hold views that limit their ability to
help those struggling with mental health and
wellbeing.

TOXIC THEOLOGY
MIGHT SOUND
LIKE THIS:

'I was pushed this idea that problems are
mostly caused by [your] sin. If only you never
sinned everything would just be great. That
completely ignores the systemic causes of
most illnesses and the role of the church to be
an advocate for the vulnerable.'

- Suicide is a sin.
- Mental Illness is simply a spiritual issue.
- You faith is too weak, otherwise you'd be well.
- Prayer will solve this.
- God is disappointed with you, or is punishing or
testing you.

'The lack of practical help for people
experiencing mental ill-health and [there is a]
lack of providing solutions that aren't in the
bible. The belief that everything is in 'God's
hands' and to simply 'pray away' a situation is
unhelpful
when
your
mental
health/
circumstances don't change, in spite of
praying/ reading bible etc.'

- You might have unconfessed sin.
- God never gives you more than you can cope with.
- Medication and treatment are the opposite of faith.
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Toxic Theologies all too often leave people doubting or
questioning their faith, worth and value in the eyes of
God, especially when difficulty arises or tragedy strikes.
They tend to perpetuate the myth that God is angry,
disappointed, distant, hard to please or appease. All of
this can make a struggle with mental ill-health even
harder to navigate.

WHAT'S THE HARM?
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Toxic theologies can both damage and destroy,
even if they come from a place of good intention.
They also fuel stigma and shame which in turn can
keep individuals suffering in silence, without the
proper support they need. Being isolated because
you feel frightened to speak and share what is really
going on is a vicious cycle, which only further fuels
the toxic theology. Many toxic theologies place the
blame on to the person who is struggling and make
them solely responsible for their recovery, which we
know — or at least should know — they are not.
They also too often ignore solid, well respected
medical
advice
which
recognise
both
the
importance of mental health and wellbeing (with the
same parity as physical health) and how mental illhealth can and should be treated.

Toxic theologies also mean that churches or faith
communities who want to help (or believe that they
already are) are held back from truly doing so. The sad
reality is, that instead of being a place of comfort, hope
and support they are damaging and destructive. We
recognise this is not where most, if not all, set out to
place themselves but it is too often the natural
conclusion to a theology that does not hold the whole
person at the centre .

Churches and Faith Communities should be part of
breaking this cycle of silence and shame, but to do so
requires acknowledgment that we can play a part. We
heard from many respondents that this self
reflection does not happen anywhere near enough.
We were also made aware of the damage that the
'pray it away' attitude can do. There is no doubt that
prayer holds an important and special place for many
who profess faith, whether it be personal or
corporate. And prayer can be helpful for some
individuals struggling with mental ill-health. What is
unhelpful and can even open the door to spiritual
abuse is the suggestion that prayer alone can solve
or treat any illness, including mental illness. For
example, we heard from those who have experienced
intercessory laying on of hands during prayer
sessions, which promised healing and freedom and
then only to be blamed or shamed when this did not
happen. In terms of mental health, we believe prayer
has a role to play but only alongside other support,
sign-posting and encouraging the individual to seek
appropriate treatment.

At Left Side Up the statement 'Theology for the Whole
Person' is at the heart of all we do, and it is a crucial
guide when we consider the relationship between faith
and mental health. There is sometimes a tendency in
churches to overlook that the people in the pews are,
as Jesus said, 'heart, soul, mind and strength.' In other
words, people aren't simply physical bodies with a
soul, but we have, as Jesus reminds us, minds and
brains. With this in mind, our mental wellbeing is just
as important as physical health and the state of our
souls. And as our research taught us, it is impossible
to separate the mental from the physical and the
spiritual. Indeed it is so important that we do not try
to separate these interconnected elements of our
humanity. Simply keeping this holistic view of the
person in mind can have profoundly helpful effects in
how our churches plan, act and speak around mental
health and wellbeing.

'Churches vary greatly and do not hold
uniform beliefs on mental health. Mental
health should be primarily dealt with by
trained specialists. The church may be a
useful additional support for people of
faith who want that but confidentiality
and advice from non experts can be
problematic.'
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RELIGIOUS LANGUAGE
'In the beginning was the Word.' And isn’t this true
of our faith communities too? In the beginning are
the words, the talks, the coffee conversations, the
sermons, the small groups, the prayer ministry, the
Sunday school lessons, the epilogues? The Christian
life, in churches, at least, is lived out in so, so many
words. If there is a problem in our churches’ ability
to safely support the mental wellbeing of their
members, we can probably trace it back, in some
sense, to the language being used!
Let’s start with one key principle we have learned
from our own research: What you say and what
people hear can be very different things.

SHOULDS AND MUSTS
A lack of sensitivity in how leaders use language
can be felt even in particular word choices. One
participant noted the use of 'shoulds and
musts' which prevent an individual from having
freedom and autonomy when seeking support.'
To be told you should read the Bible and pray,
and that you must find joy in the Lord can be
incredibly
unhelpful.
The
language
of
imperatives like ‘should’ and ‘must’ actually
ignores the person on the receiving end. In
terms of mental health, what should and must
be done may well be utterly impossible. In
cases like this, our language would be better
based around what is helpful rather than what
we think is essential.

WHAT AM I REALLY
SAYING?

A simple statement like 'God is in control, so we
have no need to worry', may seem like a pretty
standard thing to say at the front of a church. But
for the teenager struggling with anxiety or for the
mother waiting on her son's medical test results, a
statement like this can create added anxiety rather
than alleviate it. In fact, we found that statements
like this can be heard by some Christians to imply
that worrying is abnormal for a Christian! A better
thing to say might be 'while we might rightly worry
about the world and about what tomorrow might
bring, we know that we have nothing to fear from
God!'

Dave Magill, a former pastor in NI and author of
The Voices That Haunt Us, raises a very helpful
thought experiment that aims to help Christians
use language more thoughtfully. He asks ‘if
what I say about God or faith or theology is
true, what else needs to be true?’ In other
words, when we speak of our faith, we need to
always ask ‘what am I implying to those who
listen?’, ‘what also needs to be the case for
what I’m saying to be true?’

There are many ways to retain the theology we want
while also making its expression as safe and
supportive as possible.
It is absolutely crucial that language used from the
front of churches be thoughtful, as it still carries
serious theological and psychological weight. In
many cases it is the implication of the words being
said rather than the words themselves. One
participant said the following:
‘In some of the more fundamentalist
denominations, [you're told] if you are
right with God, you wouldn't suffer with
depression, that sort of attitude, and it's
still there. In some cases, it's said, In
other cases, it's implied. And I think
unless you actually suffer with
depression, you don't see that. But you
pick up on the body language in the way
they phrase things.’

So often when we make a statement in church,
we forget that what we are saying is reliant on a
whole bunch of other beliefs, ideas and
doctrines. And some people in the pews will
feel uncomfortable because for ‘that’ to be true,
‘this’ also has to be true. For example a church
leader declares ‘God is good all the time. All the
time God is good.’
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We understand that the sentiment behind this
statement is that regardless of what is
happening around us, we know that God is good
all the time, in every way. There will be lots of
people in a congregation who can declare this
alongside the leader, rejoicing that it is really
true!
However,
for
some
whose
life
circumstances are difficult for example, those in
an abusive and harmful relationships; struggling
with debt; navigating an illness, this statement is
understandably hard to declare let alone believe.

Being aware of the potential impact of what we
teach children and young people is absolutely
crucial. Occasionally in the research we found
individuals who had internalised some of the toxic
theologies mentioned earlier in this Call to Action.
Listening to the lived experience of people with
mental illness is essential here in highlighting the
damage that can be done in Sunday School lessons.
Teaching children about Hell, for example, has
emerged in the research as a clear case of religious
language causing considerable and unmanageable
anxiety.

These people may well question if ‘God is good
all the time’ is true, then should it mean that
they have to view their circumstance as good?
And if God is good all the time and my situation
is truly bad, does this mean I am being
punished?
And while we are not suggesting that we must
stop declaring that God is good (as the Pslamist
says, 'For the LORD is good; His loving kindness
is everlasting And His faithfulness to all
generations'), what we must be conscious of is
how statements like these are framed. We can
create a church environment in which it is OK to
struggle to affirm some things from the front.
And equally, we can encourage our leaders to
hear their own words through the ears of their
people. To do so will create a much safer, open
and inclusive church culture.

'I just remember this fear coming over
me. And it was to do with God. And I
can't really remember the specifics of
it. But I just remember being all of a
sudden, 'I'm very petrified about God', I
don't know whether it was God's gonna
do something to me, or [...] to my
family, or, I don't know, looking back
now. I think it was probably just all
that you're told about hell and
everything. And at a young age, it
would be where my dad's not saved. So
as like a 10 or 11 year old you are told
repeatedly that your dad's gonna go to
hell forever.'
In our experience, when religious language causes
pain or damage, it has most likely been
unintentional. And this is worth noting because it
underlines the absolute importance of constant
reflection and vigilance.

WORDS MATTER
The words, verses and songs we were taught as
children can all have a huge impact on our
mental wellbeing. One participant recalls:

'The view summed up in a chorus
from Sunday School - "J-O-Y for me:
Jesus first, yourselves last, and
others in between" - has had a
lasting and negative impact on my
self-worth which is only now (40
years later) being addressed
through therapy.'

To speak religious language well and supportively,
we have to do more than most of us are used to.
We have to choose our words carefully, think of our
listeners and also — and this is even harder —
think through the theology we are communicating.
This is not a simple set of tasks, but it is well worth
doing. If we speak our religious language well, we
will better support the people who listen.
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A GENUINE WELCOME
A CONDITIONAL WELCOME
'Everyone Welcome' is a phrase displayed at the
entrance to many churches here in NI. It is found, too,
on noticeboards and church websites, assuring the
public of a warm welcome on entering the church for
the Sunday service or other regular church
programmes. We wanted to have a close look at the
nature of this welcome across NI churches and asked
our participants, in both survey and interview, if their
own experience of church was one of a genuine
welcome. The findings were certainly mixed.
Just about half (49%) of those who responded to the
research said they had experienced a genuine
welcome in NI churches and faith communities. Many
of these people told us about the demonstration of
truly Christian hospitality. One respondent reported
they were 'welcomed and accepted quickly [and had
their] practical needs met.' Others noted just how
safe, loving and welcoming churches here can be, with
one pariticpant saying they 'felt so welcomed and
accepted and cared for from the moment I set foot in
church. The genuine heart to pour love on others was
palpable.'
Stories like these are a real cause for celebration.
Indeed, all occasions in which a church attender feels
genuinely welcomed by the faith community feels like
a tangible demonstration of the gospel. It is the love of
Jesus in action.

Speaking broadly, one theme of the research
responses was that the welcome many people
received in a church was, on reflection, a conditional
one. We found that this was a common response
across the surveys and interviews, and one reported
by a real diversity of individuals. As one respondent
said, ‘The number of churches you go past and they
say we welcome everyone. And they might as well just
put ‘but’ after it.’

Often, new church attenders are given a period of
grace in which a warm welcome may well be extended.
However, according to a number of participants, there
can be an expectation that regular attendance must
mean conformity, and conformity can be gently
enforced in a church's culture and in the removal of
the initially warm welcome. As one participant said, 'I
think that most churches are welcoming to visitors but
once a person attends regularly they can experience
judgment.'
For some people, even this initial warm welcome may
not have ever been extended. This notion of
uniformity and sameness can have sad impacts on the
welcome certain people receive in our churches.
One respondent to the survey put it like this:

We want to start with these wonderful recordings of
experiences of genuine welcome as they are every bit as
valid as some of the more negative experiences we are
going on to outline. The Church ought to be encouraged
that so many people reached out to talk about how
supportive and genuinely welcoming their church was.
But as the stats suggest, Just over half of our
respondents reported that their experience of NI
churches was not one of genuine welcome. It is worth
digging in to the stories beneath this rather upsetting
percentage.

'Because churches are so frequently tied
into very rigid ideas of 'Acceptable Normal
Behaviour' and either deliberately or
unconsciously value conformity to that
standard they are not particularly safe
places for anyone whose identity falls
outside those parameters.'
As stated earlier, the conditionality of the welcome
received in some churches was reported by a diverse
range of people. In the next section we will look more
closely at specific issues around welcome and inclusion,
reporting some key findings of the research as we go.

51% - BELIEVE NI CHURCHES AND
FAITH COMMUNITIES ARE NOT A
PLACE OF GENUINE WELCOME
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LGBTQ+ INCLUSION
'I 'fit' and have always been welcomed
with open arms as a white, heterosexual,
middleclass, well resourced older woman,
with a long history of church going. I
know from discussion with others who
sought genuine acceptance that was not
always their experience. I have left
churches who perpetrated the damnation
myth for people perceived to be different
but I cannot imagine how it is to feel
wholely
excluded
from
such
communities.'
Our research was fully focused on the relationship
between faith and mental health, and while
inclusion will always be a Left Side Up priority, we
did not expect just how many people would raise
specifically the issue of sexual orientation-based
exclusion in the church. Roughly speaking, about a
third of respondents directly mentioned this issue
despite there being no direct question on the
topic. This has underlined for us just how painful
the issue of LGBTQ+ exclusion has been for so
many people, regardless of whether they are
LGBTQ+, a family member, friend or simply a
deeply concerned onlooker.
'I
completely
disagree
with
the
exclusion of same sex couples and their
children from being members [...] I think
you can only say it's a genuine welcome
when you welcome everyone.'
One respondent said simply, 'The Church is not a
safe place for LGBT people', and this is a sentiment
shared by many of our participants. In both
interviews and survey we heard of people who would
not go back to church because they knew their
sexuality was a matter of theological disagreement in
the church, and that many mainstream church
leaderships hold openly exclusionary beliefs about
LGBTQ+ people. One respondent noted the
following, '[Churches] can seem very welcoming until
you don't fit what's required. I belong to a church
that is very welcoming but that is not the experience
of the LGBTQ+ Christians who have passed through
(and have left because they were not treated or
viewed as equal).’
Other LGBTQ+ Christians have made other decisions,
with one participant saying, ‘I can’t pretend I didn’t
know that the church I belong to had deeply
homophobic views, but you know, if you don’t take
part in something you can’t possibly hope to change
something.’ And while this is a sad reflection on the
church's impact on an entire community, it is by no
means the worst of the experiences that were
shared with us.

At least two participants in the research had
previously undergone so called 'Conversion Therapy'
within a religious setting. This practice, various in
forms, is the intentional attempt to change a
person's sexual orientation or gender identity. What
came across strongly in the research is that
Conversion Therapy is the logical end product of a
culture of shame and homophobia. One participant
said of their own teenage experience, ‘I could feel
this split in myself , and I so desperately wanted to
be a good Christian. But I also was a teenager and
had fallen in love and didn’t know what to do with
myself.' They went on to say, ‘I was so stuck in a
corner and I didn’t know where to go. [I thought] God
hated me and if anybody found out, they would hate
me. There is no mercy for me.’

It is easy to see how seemingly abstract theology for
some can be life and death for others. The creation
of shame and theologically justified exclusion has
sometimes led, as one participant laid out plainly, to
suicidal ideation.

Theology to one side for just a moment, it is absolutely
clear that the church is having a damaging impact on
many individuals' mental health in this area.
Acknowledging that this is the case might well be a
useful first step. For so many people, this is not a
theological issue or exegetical debate, but a lived reality.
That these debates and arguments often happen once
removed from the real lives of actual people is
something the church must, at the very least, be
prepared to acknowledge fully, ultimately allowing this
acknowledgement to become part of the church culture.
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‘I think that although churches are
getting there, I feel like they’re not fully
there, in the sense that we are getting
more and more churches now that are
saying ‘oh we’re very open as a
community, you know, come as you are.’
But whenever you do come as you are,
you don’t really get full acceptance.’
The concern and critique about a 'genuine welcome'
and full acceptance is something we heard over and
over again, on a range of topics, including
relationship status; gender; difference and diversity,
social status.

RELATIONSHIP STATUS
As noted at the beginning of this section, the
notion of 'acceptable behaviour' is pervasive in
many churches. It is reflected, too, in the
experiences of people who are single, separated,
divorced, widowed and whose family situation is
blended or might appear different from what
traditionally might be thought of as the 'norm.'
'Once you start to fall outside [the
'norm' of churches ] and you are
‘othered’ because you're getting divorced
or you have a mental health issue, […]
then it's hard to stay within a faith
community.'

‘Outside the walls of a church, we
are told about equality [...] where I
can expect to do just the same things
that my husband does. Yet when I go
into a church, or I open the Bible,
that is different. That's really hard.
That doesn't sit well with me. And I
genuinely really struggle with that.'

DIFFERENCE & DIVERSITY
Vital work is being done by many to help make the
Church more welcoming and supportive for the
body of Christ in all its diversity. Specifically, we
want to highlight the importance of adapting the
church experience for people with autism. In her
upcoming book, author Erin Burnett says the
following:
'Churches have both a theological and
legal obligation to remove obstacles
that may prevent an autistic person
from fully participating in a church
community.'
— Erin Burnett

CLASS

GENDER
‘I think in NI there’s a very old fashioned,
paternalistic, misogynistic view that comes
from the churches very strongly...And I
think that is unhelpful for women and
women's mental health.'

The treatment of women and some teachings on
gender have a detrimental impact on the mental
health and wellbeing of many within the Church.
The disparity between women's opportunities and
outcomes within the Church and beyond the
Church is striking, with one respondent saying the
following:

The research reflects a church culture in NI that is
predominantly middle class in its structure,
leadership and programming. This can entrench a
'them and us' attitude and restricts the possibility
of working class young people seeing individuals
from their background represented at the front of
church. One participant reflected on the
experience of young working class boys in her
church's area, saying:

'And that's why I think it [the
church] gets it
really wrong.
It
comes across as grey, stuffy, white
and masculine. And that's not what
they need, you know, [...] they just
don't need that.'
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WHAT COULD OR SHOULD THE
CHURCH DO?
100% of those who responded believe the Church has
a role to play in supporting the mental health and
wellbeing of individuals .
We think this is great news! We began this research
with the hope it would be the case and it's very
encouraging to see others agree. In fact we think most
people of faith, even those who did not engage in our
interviews and survey, would confirm the Church has a
role. Perhaps it's what exactly what that precise role is,
that remains up for debate.
Here are the suggestions we heard from those who
responded and over half of all who engaged each of
these are key:

ENSURE LIVED
EXPERIENCE VOICES
HEARD
INVITE OUTSIDE
ORGANISATIONS TO OFFER
SUPPORT & INFORMATION

CHURCH COULD PROVIDE
‘LISTENING SPACES’

SIGNPOST TO HELP AND
SUPPORT
RUN MENTAL HEALTH &
WELLBEING COURSES
MENTAL HEALTH
TRAINING FOR STAFF &
VOLUNTEERS

These are practical ideas, and while not every
Church or Faith Community will be able to action
every one, there is absolutely something on that list
that each should be willing to explore and
implement. What is key here is listening, learning,
collaboration and partnership.
Moving forward beyond this Call to Action, Left Side
Up will be providing further resources to help equip
and support Church and Faith Communities to do all
that is mentioned, we believe that's an important
part of our role. You'll find more information in our
section called 'Equip, Challenge, Support.'

'Provide Pastoral Care that encompasses
reaching out to people who suffer from mental
health issues in a way that encourages them to
seek help. This needs to be strictly confidential
so that the choice to be public about their
struggles is the person's choice.'
'Prioritise self
volunteers'

care

amongst

staff

and

'Ensure that their beliefs do not make people
feel like having a mental illness is shameful. Or
a weakness. So obviously being very open
around the discussion.'
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As part of the research we attended an online
lecture by The Bishop of London, Rt Revd Sarah
Mullally, entitled 'Faith and Mental Health' hosted by
The Guild of Health and St Raphael. This ecumenical
organisation promotes the links between health and
faith and the role of the church in creating space for
community and healing post pandemic.
We were very encouraged to hear so much of what
we have been thinking and encountering reflected
during the lecture. We highly recommend the
resources and community that The Guild of Health
provide.
From all we have heard and learned, here are four
practical steps we believe Churches and Faith
Communities can and could take to ensure they fulfil
their role in mental health and wellbeing as best they
can.

ACKNOWLEDGE
As we have discussed already, for some churches
and faith communities, teaching, words or welcome
(or lack of) can be a source of pain and hurt for
others, in relation to their mental health and
wellbeing. Bishop Sarah also referenced this in the
lecture, reminding us that for too many people, their
struggle with mental health is linked to their
experience of the Church and we must take
responsibility for that.
Acknowledging, to ourselves and to others, the
damage done and having a willingness to take the
next steps are crucial factors in making the church a
safe place to be.

Bishop Sarah made a excellent point that too often the
attitude of the Church is 'what can we teach people with
mental ill-health.' This is the wrong spirit, for it should
be instead, 'what can we, the Church, learn from people
with mental ill-health'. True listening and learning, from
experts by experience, should be at the core of what we
do and the wisdom that we draw from.

ACCEPT
We all need help and support to work in this area well.
As we've said, we don’t expect the Churches and Faith
Communities to be experts or have all the answers, or
to get them overnight. That's the reason behind this
project — to challenge, equip and support.
There are many wonderful, expert organisations and
charities who can help with training and support and
we've included link to those a few pages on. Some of
them will already be active in you area. If so, partner
with them and work alongside them and even support
them financially. Accept their help, guidance and
expertise. Your ministry will be better for it. As we
heard from respondents and from Bishop Sarah,
training for Church and Faith leaders in Mental Health
First Aid is a excellent resource and one we plan to
deliver in the coming months.
If you were wondering if your theology might be a
hindrance, accept help from those who can point you in
a different direction or to a better way. We'd be more
than happy to chat about this also.

'We need to find a language to explore
our mental wellbeing in the same way
we would our physical wellbeing. Not
just to reduce stigma, not just to
increase our understanding of mental
health but to understand the full
nature of what it is to be human'
- Rt Revd Sarah Mullally, The Bishop of London

ACTION
Having taken time to listen and learn, now is the time
to commit to action. You don't have to try to do
everything at once but simply do something and do it
well!

ASK

It's really important we note that none of us have all
the answers here. Mental health and mental
wellbeing are complex, because they are in turn part
of the complexity of what it means to be human —
surely this is part of what the Psalmist meant by the
phrase 'wonderfully made'? We can't be daunted by
this complexity and allow ourselves to become
willfully ignorant.
A very important further step is to simply ask: ask
the experts. Ask those who have or do struggle with
mental health. Questions like 'how does our church
do well?', 'where and when do we get it wrong?', 'how
can we do better?' are a great starting point. But
that's not the end, a conversation should only be the
beginning.

Churches and Faith Communities are ideally placed to
reach out and offer support, in fact it should be a key
part of our mission and ministry. We should be warm
and welcoming communities, committed to the
wellbeing and wholeness of all people, including those
with mental health issues or illness. We should be —
and can be — havens of hope and spaces of grace.
By taking our response to and responsibility for mental
health and wellbeing seriously , we can be just those
places.
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SPIRITUAL PRACTICE
'Anything can become a spiritual practice once you approach it that way — once you let it bring you to your
knees and show you what is real, including who you really are, who other people are, and how near God
can be when you have lost your way.'
— Barbara Brown Taylor
Within the research we asked people if they found any
spiritual practices helpful for their mental health and
wellbeing, alongside what we might consider church
activities which include prayer, bible study, attending a
worship service. We found that two thirds did and also
took part in these activities regularly. These included
yoga, meditation, mindfulness, CBT, contemplative
practices. We found that while people might have
attended these with a friend who also had faith, they
often were not connected to their church community.
Many people felt engagement in these practices had a
very positive impact on their mental health and
wellbeing. This further underscores the importance of
reflecting the 'whole person' through a diverse range of
spiritual practices.
'I think there’s a lot of theology formed on the
basis of us trying to separate ourselves from
our bodies. And our bodies can be terrifying
things when we start to lean into them. But
there’s so much wisdom that comes from
there.’

'The popularity of various religious groups
practicing yoga creates a concern for some
Christ followers. Some Christians think that
yoga worships idols or gods that they don’t
believe in. Again, how others use yoga is not
up for judgment. Rather, as a Christian, what
you set your intentions and meditations on
while practicing yoga will be entirely
different than someone else. In fact, the
Bible speaks often about meditation'
— Michelle Thielen

MUSIC, READING, NATURE
AND MORE...
We also heard how exercise, fresh air, friendship,
conversation, music, nature and reading helped to
support mental health and wellbeing. While not
traditionally termed 'spiritual practices', many
reflected that they impacted them much more
positively when engaging in them as well as also
praying, studying the bible or attending a Church
service.

YOGA, MEDITATION
AND FAITH
Do complementary practices and activites
compliment faith or complicate faith? That's a
question we became very aware of during the
reseach, both from those who find them a
support and for those who are unsure about
them. We recognise, ourselves, that often not
enough is known about the 'how' or 'why' that can
make church and faith communities, uncertain or
sceptical. What did come through strongly,
however, is that yoga and meditation gave some
participants a feeling of a more ‘embodied faith‘,
rather than just an intellectual or cerebral one.

'Poetry, particularly that draws on theological
ideas or vocabularies is incredibly helpful;
particularly how they breathe life into phrases
and words.'
'I find my own meditative practice focusing
on physical sensations in the body, deep
belly-breathing and self-compassion to be
helpful.'
'I personally find music very healing.'
'Walking and silence'
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CHALLENGE, EQUIP,
SUPPORT
EQUIP
These three words, 'Challenge, Equip, Support' have
been the mantra that has powered both the
research and what we plan to offer churches in the
months and years ahead. All three of these are
interrelated
and interdependent. To issue a
challenge to the Church without providing support
is not helpful. Likewise, for the church to properly
equip itself, it must be aware of the specific
challenges it faces. We want to ensure our work
does all three in equal measure.

In responding to the challenges of making the
Church safer, more welcoming and more
supportive of people's mental health and
wellbeing, the Church is not alone. In issuing this
Call to Action we are not simply leaving a series of
challenges at the door of NI churches and faith
communities and walking away. We stand ready,
prepared and willing to walk this journey with any
church ready to take the next steps.
With this in mind, and in accordance with the
recommendations of our participants, we are
offering two initial programmes to equip the
church.
The Faith and Mental Health Course: A six
week course for churches, faith groups, small
groups or individuals to explore, in a deeper way,
the relationship between faith and mental health.

CHALLENGE
This Call to Action is, in part, our challenge to
churches and faith communities in NI. When we
embarked on this research our goal was always to
help make the church safer, more welcoming and
supportive for its members' mental health and
wellbeing. During the course of this publication we
have highlighted key statistics from our research
around 'genuine welcome', Bible reading, the impact
of certain theologies, the relationship between
mental health and faith. We hope even these
percentages tell something of a story, and issue
their own implicit challenge to churches here in NI.
We have also been sure to reflect many examples of
individual experience and the diversity of these
experiences in and of the Church. These reflections
are incredibly useful as they are not interpreted or
filtered by us, they are direct quotations rooted in
lived experience.
This Call to Action has also provided some analysis
and structure to the research findings. In the
narrativisation of the findings we have aimed to be
upfront and fair. There are many things the church
excels at, and there are a number of ways in which
it could do better. This publication is hopefully a
helpful challenge to the church to improve even
further in the area of mental health and wellbeing.

Faith and Mental Health Workshop: A two
hour session for churches, faith groups, or
organisations designed to start an open and
constructive conversation on faith and mental
health.
Further
information
is
available
www.faithandmentalhealth.co.uk

at

We will always signpost participants interested in
further qualifications to our network of
professional bodies, charities and trainers.

SUPPORT
The work ahead is exciting, but can be daunting. It
is crucial that churches and faith communities
taking mental health and wellbeing seriously are
supported in all of their efforts. Left Side Up are
always ready to meet, talk and offer a listening ear
to anyone seeking to make the church a safer, more
welcoming place.
In our Resources page we have listed just some of
the other organisations who can offer support and
who can help equip the church as it takes all
important steps forward.
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RESOURCES & READING
PROFESSIONAL
ORGANISATIONS

MENTAL HEALTH
ORGANISATIONS
Action Mental Health: www.amh.org.uk

Autism NI: www.autismni.org

Aware NI: aware-ni.org

Disability Action: disabilityaction.org

Centre for Mental Health: www.centreformentalhealth.org.uk

Public Health Agency: www.publichealth.hscni.net

Mental Health Foundation: www.mentalhealth.org.uk

Relate NI: www.relateni.org

Mind: www.mind.org.uk

Royal College of Psychiatry: www.rcpsych.ac.uk

MindWise: www.mindwisenv.org

Women's Aid: www.womensaid.org.uk
Women's Resource & Development Agency:
www.wrda.net

FAITH
ORGANISATIONS

The Rainbow Project: www.rainbow-project.org

Corrymeela: www.corrymeela.org

REPORTS

Creating Sanctuary: www.creatingsanctuary.org.uk
Go Health: www.gohealth.org.uk

Keeping the Faith:
https://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/sites/default/files/
Keeping_the_faith.pdf

Kintsugi Hope: https://www.kintsugihope.com
Livability: www.livability.org.uk
Mind and Soul Foundation: www.mindandsoulfoundation.org
One Body One Faith: www.onebodyonefaith.org.uk
Ozanne Foundation: www.ozanne.foundation
Think Twice: thinktwiceinfo.org

Taken Seriously: The Somerset Spirituality
Report
https://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/sites/default/files/t
aken-seriously.pdf
The impact of Spirituality on Mental Heath
https://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/sites/default/files/i
mpact-spirituality.pdf
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